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3,500-Year-Old Babylonian Tablet May Contain Earliest Known Depiction of a Ghost
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Special Ending

Season’s Greetings!

Jeff Uhlmeyer with his winning gourd on Monday
@hmbpumpkinfest
Pumpkin watchers turned their attention on Monday toward Half Moon Bay, where
o cials conducted the 48th annual World Championship Pumpkin Weigh-O . Je
Uhlmeyer, a retired engineer from Olympia, Wash., took the top prize with a bonkers 2,191pounder, roughly equivalent to a Mazda Miata, making it the second-heaviest gourd ever
weighed at the event. Uhlmeyer was cryptic about his method. "Basically," he said, "you let the
plant tell you what it needs." Bay City News | Half Moon Bay Review
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
“I hug them’: meet the farmer raising 2,000lb pumpkins (Guardian
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Depiction of a Ghost
A curator at the British Museum details the spooky nd in a new book
Read in Smithsonian Magazine: https://apple.news/
A8gybKyc_R2W50UsYujGAbA

Bat Wee
Oct 23, 2021 | Nevada Wildlife Watcher
Caron Tayloe is a lifelong Washoe County resident who has been a wildlife watcher since
childhood. Here she shares the many reasons bats need and deserve our attention and
protection

Feature photo is the Brown Myotis Bat – Myotis lucifugus
Being absolutely in love with Nevada Wildlife has caused this wildlife watcher to monitor trends
and events related to wildlife. As wildlife prepare for winter, whether it is hibernation, brumation,
migration, or staying in a self-prepared place, it is important to remember that wildlife, as great
adapters to the environment, are neighbors who need space and privacy during the autumn and
winter months. One example are the ever resilient (and ever maligned) bats who are preparing
for hibernation at this time. Bats hibernate in crevices and caves (man-made and natural), in
store bought bat houses, just to name a few places
We also know bats as nature’s insect control since each night the average bat can eat the
equivalent of its body weight in insects (Bat Conservation International, Bat Week, website
2021). Just think about how much pesticide is NOT needed, thanks to bats
Some of the Nevada bat species are doing well and some are in trouble due to climate change
and habitat destruction. Nevada has a bat conservation program that can be observed on the
Nevada Department of Wildlife website
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Spotted Bat- Euderma maculatu

Per the Nevada Department of Wildlife, Nevada has 23 species of bats. The NDOW brochure
has many fun and amazing facts about bats. For example, did you know that bat guano bacteria
is used as a detoxi er in lakes and streams, and is used as a fertilizer
The conservation program is very outdated but as the Wildlife Action Plan is updated, perhaps
the bat conservation plan will be updated also
Challenges to bats are numerous and most people are aware of the fungus that has killed
untold millions of bats in this country in the last 16 years For more information, visit an excellent
resource describing how biologists (including NDOW) and others are ghting back the horrible
disease that is destroying our precious little bats. You can also track the fungus as it moves
closer to Nevada. Let’s keep ghting
There are many old bat myths and, fortunately, most have been dispelled. However our present
time, being what it is, has yielded a fresh litany of myths. It is appalling that bats have been
blamed, once again, for viruses that harm people. A non professional review of the research has
not proved anything to this wildlife watcher, so far. Ironically, during the same blame-game time,
bats are being researched for their fantastic immune system. (The thoughts of my furry little
neighbors in a lab is horri c and the ineffective use of wildlife in labs is another essay for
another time)
So, today, let’s celebrate our ying, furry co-inhabitants who grace our skies at dusk and at
night! This year Bat Conservation International has declared 10/24-10/31 as Bat Week
It is a celebration of all of the wonderful bats who bring so much to the environment and to all
living species

Townsend’s Big-Eared Bat – Corynorhinus townsendii
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Living descendant of Sitting Bull con rmed by analysis of DNA from the
legendary leader's hair
https://phys.org/news/2021-10-descendant-bull-analysis-dna-legendary.html

Tzo Nah
@PaiuteProphet
We indigenous have always had our own prophets. Henry Paradise, a Paiute from the IdahoNevada border is on a mountaintop cutting stone in grief about the atrocious relationship
between the American Indian and the Federal Government. He begins to pray to the rocks
asking for wisdom-knowledge. He comes down from the mountain and begins a trial-test and
tribulation opening to his spirit creator within to deliver 4 laws of do not harm your neighbor in
any way, to give and forgive with the fourth law to acknowledge and communicate with the spirit
within gifting you life, breath and conscience.
IX. Gift to Society's People, Unpublished
"I am the inner mind of this person Henry Paradise making this announcement. I, Joseph, am
one of the children of God sent here to bring all people an important message. We, as humans,
are not the children of God. We, as humans, are the creations of the children of God. Those
children are within all humankind as our spirit-soul. They are the gods in us. I cannot be seen
but I can be heard by sound and that sound is The Word. I came resurrected to instruct,
command and teach people. This teaching is to go to all Four Corners on the face of the earth.
The crises the world is beset with cannot be controlled by the human mind. Only spiritual
understanding will control it. My command is to warn people of the spiritual uprising of the
devil-infested earth. The hard fact to contend in delivering this understanding is that civilizations
have had their downfall from the mistaken belief they know it all. The leadership of the world
must consider what is being said here without greed in mind and without the animal tendency or
the people's action to gain power and destroy their society.
When god or our spirit, creates a human he gives life, conscience with intelligence. After he is
through creating, he hides in the submerged mind or the subconscious mind. The working orders
are automatic as to the functions of different vital points.
As societies upon the face of the earth we are set on a course of destruction. The human creation
has the necessary energy force within to be happy but we also have the equipment that can
destroy. We create our miseries through the two minds of the animal (fear) spirit and the devil
(negative emotions) because they are greedy, willful and they are strong; violence is included in
that program. Negative energy goes into the emotions and into the human mind's control and
through desire it can destroy.
We, as humans, are not the children of God. We, as humans, are the creations of the children of
God. Those children are within all humankind as our spirit-soul. They are the gods in us. When
god creates a human he gives life, conscience with intelligence. After he is through creating, he
hides in the submerged mind or the subconscious mind.
The working orders are automatic as to the functions of different vital points. When gods create
humans, they turn the most important part of the human's daily activity, his motivation, over to
the human-body-spirit, includes the devil spirit. Decisions made in every phase of life's activity
are by how you feel. The devil comes into service as you go along when you listen to a story or
command or instruction. The devil comes into the storage places of the human-body-spirit-mind,
which is the submerged mind, and becomes the devil-spirit-mind, which is the negative spirit.
All decisions made by humans and their actions go through those two storage boxes. When

doubt creeps in, the devil takes hold of you quickly. If you do not understand the devil, violence
is included into that program.
The cause of all civilizations' downfall is through the human mind's action, its greediness, to the
ultimate creation of the human devil. The Romans could not lend themselves to the teaching of
the Christ-mind. They wanted to maintain control of their great empire and their great wealth.
They could not believe honoring and respecting their neighbor had anything to do with their
position; in doing so they lost what they had. The same happened with the Chinese before them.
The same happened with the Aztec people. The same befell any of those cultures or civilizations
of past times. The same is the question we are leading into with our society today.
We are wondering why we cannot cure crime. We are trying to find ways to dispense with crime
but we are not teaching wisdom. The idea humans now have is to be severe with the violators
and, therefore, we will be doing the right thing. To be severe will not do any good in the short or
the long run. It is like a jackass, the more he is whipped, the meaner he is going to get. That is
our trouble with this approach is we humans are something worse than the jackass, we are devils.
We create all the disasters upon our society's people. High prices, crime in the street, we create
those through our own devilment and our lack of wisdom and lack of vision.
Our children are not trying to achieve wisdom. Our children are striving for money power and
for power itself over one's neighbor. We are filling our children's mind empty of wisdom. The
educational system is geared to compete with one another on an animal basis, to out do, to out
reach, to do in the person next to us. Our best minds know how to launch the grandest schemes
without tapping into wisdom. We are destroying our environment and our society while we keep
pace with our great ideas made without wisdom.
By teaching wisdom we will cure that disease we call crime. By understanding ourselves as a
human and as a spiritual being our children will open to their potential to behave like good
human beings. We will stop violating each other in the streets, in the homes, and in the schools
and everywhere else. A good understanding of your makeup as a human and as a spiritual being
will help you help yourself by delivering you from evil. We do not have peace now and this
means we do not have a good understanding today.
We can cure the emergency crisis of inflation. The national debt is made heavy by interest rates
and the percentage system. The stock market measure is defective in that people make millions
of dollars while the poor suffer from high prices. Food, shelter, and health are the basic needs
for satisfaction and happiness. Those standards are hard to come by. The poor people, especially
the old, are in anguish from the hardship of high prices and high taxes. The true meaning of
slavery is included into all economic measures. We must remind society's leadership to set
prices of all commodities to fit the average mass, the minority and the poorest of all the
dimensions. Prices are geared for the third dimension of people, the very rich or those people
who are our leaders.
Most people cannot afford to buy any commodity that is priced high. High price means a
revolution between the rich and the poor. The constructive part of the economy is based on tolls,
or taxes, to be divided equally among the people. This can be a good quality to accommodate all
the expenses of the government's functions if it is not siphoned off to benefit big business or to
benefit political power.

People are greedy and they want to take all. That is why wars and totalitarian and
imperialist governments exist. This greediness factor is included into the lawmakers of this
country. This quotation comes from the spirit world not from the human because this man that is
uttering the sound has received a gift through his spirit only. The body of this spirit is not an
educated man and he is very illiterate compared with those men who run our governments.
Nonetheless, the truth is greed controls all of our lives as the average mass of people strives to
reach for the basic necessities priced beyond their pocketbooks.
In the United States, the Republican and Democratic parties represent a pro and con
system that is spiritual by nature, two parties, two minds. The two parties need to get together
and agree on the problem. They need to use sportsmanship and fair play when they are running
for office. They should not violate each other by downgrading, backbiting and attacking each
other's stand. Republicans should not violate the poor and the Democrats should not violate the
potential in the prosperity of the wealthy. The example being set by our leadership is not a good
one.
When one party is in control there is servitude by the other. It is leadership for all people when
the two parties are compromising and helping each other. When two are working together the
spirit will come in to help them for the good of the whole. Understanding yourself as a human
and as a god is to be in unity form. The chance to give our children this understanding is now.
Our children will know they have their own wisdom as individuals under one law.
The one law is the golden rule of do not violate your fellow human. Our children will open to
their inner-mind, to their principal, so they have their god's leadership through the
communication system of their subconscious mind.
The downfall of any civilization comes through lack of attention to the golden rule. To work in
harmony with your neighbor you have to understand yourself to the full quality of your
potentials and to the power within you. When you are blocked and damned, the nerve system
and chemical flow block our passage to the infinite part of ourselves and we are then in sin. We
are then violating the whole human cause. He who forgives is in a better place that he who does
not forgive or give. When you give and forgive, your system, your health is your blessing and
your reward.
This can be a good quality to accommodate all the expenses of the government's functions if it is
not siphoned off to benefit big business or to benefit political power. The truth is greed controls
all of our lives as the average mass of people strives to reach for the basic necessities priced
beyond their pocketbooks.
Republicans should not violate the poor and the Democrats should not violate the potential in the
prosperity of the wealthy.
The example being set by our leadership is not a good one. When one party is in control there is
servitude by the other. It is leadership for all people when the two parties are compromising and
helping each other. When two are working together the spirit will come in to help them for the
good of the whole.
Take notice to these references. It concerns the human activities, conduction of work, laws,
litigation and principles. We have a spirit watching within each of us making an accounting of
what we do. The violation of the body, physical and emotional, is an offense to the golden rules

of life. The judgment is very noble but going into judgment we, as humankind, can be
completely erased off the face of the earth.
We can overrule judgment by the wisdom of the four laws. The original four laws were at the
beginning and will be at the end. I am the spirit of God in this man, Henry, an uneducated stone
mason. It is I, Joseph, making these quotations. I talk through this man so you can hear my
words. This type of communication was lost or suppressed by the people's choice.
The completion of the pyramid marks the time when the human lost the communication with his
god, his personal god, which is right within him. The pyramids are a very large symbol, a
blueprint of the largest type. The pyramids are there on purpose. The pyramid was a holy place
because it was gathering light from the stars, the spirits carrying the energy.
A spirit is what the minds are. A spirit is an intangible entity but carried in pure energy form of
light. It is a measure so small we have not picked it up with our science. We lost contact with
that.
The greed of the leadership then wanted to bring jewelry into the market as a value for trade.
They brought silver, gold, rubies, diamonds into the pyramid. This was a violation because those
commodities were created with fire or the negative god. Jewels were used as a market value
trade system. Jewelry was pawned for some value and interest was charged. We now suffer
from this percentage system called interest. The percentage system later became part of our
stock market equation and is contained in to every stock. These things have good sounding
names and the one mind has made logic out of it but it attracts greedy people from all over the
world.
When the human devil took hold five thousand years ago, diamonds, rubies and gold were
inserted into the pyramid knowingly by people that would take money control and power of the
world. These people were jewelers and black alchemists made up of a mixture of people, Greek,
Egyptian, Sumerian and all different types that were known then. The power of money and the
control it has on people has put food and the basic needs out of the reach of the average mass of
people. The average person cannot acquire enough money to keep up with the rising interest.
All this was the start of violence then and it is violence at this time.
You have to understand money is not the root of all evil. Lack of knowledge is the root of all
evil. The fusing of the positive and negative that occurred at the completion of the pyramids
obliterated the mind memory. The command of the daily communication with our god and the
human mind was violated. People were scattered around without knowing what happened
yesterday. We lost the levitation and teletransportation principles, longevity and the curing of
sickness by neutralizing and all such.
Our society's children are using only one mind, the human mind. The human mind has been
tried out the last four to five thousand years. The human was given a chance to try the official
announcement of the human mind to make laws, to operate and organize their society. The other
true communication between man and his god was blocked off completely.
It has taken humankind a long time to establish the means of support that has saved us from
destruction. Yet, unity has not been known upon the face of the earth by any society or race. We
have witnessed greed, jealousy, hatred and anger and all such through the years.

To accept the tablet's measure of understanding means we can tap into those energies we knew
before our god was closed to us. We know what kind of energy we can create because we spirits
make the type of energy interposed to every creation factor.
The teleporting system was a receiving system to the people's command. In the Arabic
mythology, teleporting is symbolized by the carpet flying with a man on top holding a wand.
This is into the mythology of most cultures. In the Arab culture the opening of our god is the
genie hiding in the bottle for thousand of years to be rectified and opened to demonstrate the
magnification of the very small. All this is into the Egyptian pyramids at the beginning through
the end.
This is a teaching and a warning. The truth about all components in the human makeup is
within us always. The Bible says when judgment comes the dead will rise from their graves.
This is not true. The resurrection is of the spirit, the inner-mind. The resurrection is the
subconscious mind’s resurrection, the spirit-soul’s resurrection, that god in you, his resurrection.
The Omega statement is now. We are given one chance to change our understanding. The
understanding is to transfer ourselves to the spiritual part to come into our potentials and powers
within. This change of understanding is a very important fact to achieving the love and trust of
people and for the peace and security we seek and are not receiving. When we intermingle our
mind's intelligence and the subconscious mind's access to the infinite intelligence and wisdom
therein, we will have a different point of view. In later form this understanding will give
direction to address the crises of our social, economic and energy sections in the nation and to
the world.
The teaching of this new epic is coming into the style of the way we live and the way we
understand the possibilities of our own makeup. The epic coming in is to teach our children and
to create a different type of person and a different type of leadership to conduct our business
affairs and our economy so we may stabilize the crises we face. We cannot do this without the
help of the spirit world’s conduction. We cannot see the intangible beings in and among us all
day and through the night. The most mysterious indication of their presence is the power behind
the human mind to devise the ideas and specialized knowledge people have.
Your understanding of this message can be destructive or create a new condition upon our
society. Give and forgive your neighbor and to yourself, which means to your god and your
neighbor’s god. Always give your blessing, your praise and your thanks to your neighbor and to
your spirit creator. When you have a true understanding of yourself as an individual, the god in
you will come in to instruct people of love and trust needed for unity. When you understand
yourself as a vessel of god then you can recognize your neighbor as having his own god even as
you do.
This is notice is relayed to all people concerned to have good emotions, positive thoughts and
good pronouncements to our neighbors. Apathy in our children and their wrong measure of
thinking is based on how we treat our neighbor. The chain reaction from the mother and father to
the young and further generations down the line all starts with the teaching at home.
Children are to know the truth about themselves before they are ten years of age because after
that age they are in the sinful stages. From there our children are to be taught the understanding
from the teachers and then the professors at the high school and college level. The teachings will
become our faith and our belief so we cannot do wrong. To the people’s less understanding of

those measures we must come to the truth and nothing but the truth. The gift of wisdomknowledge is given to the world's society of people regardless of color.
The eventuality we respect each other as members of the human race whether we are black,
yellow, red or white is the only course to our happiness. We are all different colors but we all
seek happiness. As people, we all want peace, joy and security in our lives. The discrimination
that has held us in anguish for the past few thousand years will end. All racial discrimination is
to be left aside. Racial discrimination will be left out of society's affairs and use for the next two
thousand years.
What is said here is not a religion and is not a church teaching. This is a true statementunderstanding of the creation of the human. This is not a guess. We, as the children of God, are
created to the precision of any scientific quotation. The human body is a computing system with
the brain generating the chemicals and nerve impulses that motivate the blood flow supplying
nutrients. We must have respect for that. That is the reason the law, not to violate the neighbor,
is inserted into the first phrase of the law.
This announcement is most important. We come at this time to bring an important
announcement of an understanding of the intangible nature of the human and to bring that
understanding into line through science.
11 two lines coming in
10 one line coming in
This is a scientific understanding. Science is where the understanding belongs because anything
intangible that you cannot see is a measure of science. This line will bring a different
understanding of science than we have right now in our technologies. We are asking for research
into the signals received by all humans opening to the mind of god to be uncovered in due
course.
There can be no peace if this message is not understood. The world wants peace and security.
We cannot achieve the correct solution to the uncertainties involved without the true
understanding of ourselves and our god's measures of affection to us as human creations.
All children will want the precious gift of wisdom-knowledge and infinite intelligence. We are
announcing to all people's children the truth that god is within and is a power that will talk
through you as wisdom-knowledge. The spirit-soul of each of us, the special god within each of
us, is abundant with all the infinite intelligence. He will come through you to teach your
neighbor as yourself. His instructions will give you directions on how to behave and live with
your neighbors and find satisfaction in life. To have this quality of happiness upon the face of
the earth is to bring joy and gladness to restore order and balance."
Native Education World Intelligence

Native Ghosts and the Supernatural
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Trick or Treat!

